SICO X-Press Stage & Riser
®

The Sico X-Press® is a stage and riser system designed to meet a facility’s
ever-changing needs. The X-Press® converts easily from one application to
another without the necessity of lifting heavy folding leg units.
The Sico deck is structural, light-weight, and quiet. These features are
made possible by a special resin impregnated honeycomb core, a solid
edge, and complimented by our standard “Tuff-Deck” or carpeted surface.
The Sico X-Press® will support 125 lbs. (57kg) per sq. ft. and a sway load
of 10% or 200 lbs (91kg.) per sq. ft. uniform vertical load.
The 4' x 8' (122cm x 244cm) lightweight frame weighs only 67 lbs. (30 kg.).
The 3' x 8' (92cm x 243cm) deck weighs only 70 lbs. (32 kg) and the 4'x 8'
(122cm x 244cm) deck weighs only 92 lbs. (42 kg).
Availability in a variety of heights.
Accessories: Adjustable step units, ADA ramps, guard rails, guard rail
covers, and drapes.
Model #
Description: Decks
Model #
Description:
Decks
Frames
Frames
SND144401
SND144XXX

4’ x 8” Tuff-Deck / Non-reversible SNM124AB 4' x 8' / 6" high *
(122cm - 244cm)
(122cm - 244cm)
4’ x 8’ Carpet / Non-reversible
SNM124BB 4' x 8' / 12" high
(122cm - 244cm)
(122cm - 244cm)

SND144XXXR 4’ x 8’ Tuff-Deck/Carpet
Reversible (122cm - 244cm)
SND143401
3’ x 8’ Tuff-Deck /
Non-reversible (91cm x 244cm)

SNM124CB 4' x 8' / 18" - 24" high
(122cm - 244cm)
SNM124DB 4' x 8' / 24"-30"-36" high
(122cm - 244cm)

SND143XXX

SNM123AB 3' x 8' / 6" high *
(91cm x 244cm)
SNM123BB 3' x 8' / 12" high
(91cm x 244cm)
SNM123CB 3' x 8' / 18" - 24" high
(91cm x 244cm)
SNM123DB 3' x 8' / 24"-30"-36" high
(91cm x 244cm)

3’ x 8’ Carpet / Non-reversible
(91cm x 244cm)

SND143XXXR 3’ x 8’ Tuff-Deck/Carpet
(91cm x 244cm)
SAX11FXXX 4’ x 4’ Corner-Section /
Floor Standing (122cm - 122cm)
SAX11SXXX

4’ x 4’ Corner-Section /
Stage Mounted (122cm - 122cm)

Easy to store and transport: Caddies
are available which hold up to 8 decks and
frames,or 256 sq. ft. (24 sq.M) of staging.

Option: Choose between a
standard black "Tuff Deck"
surface, or a choice of carpet
colors. Single sided or reversible.
The Sico deck is set in
place and is easily, and
positively, secured to the
frame.

SICO EXCLUSIVE! Expanding
rubber gasket at the base of
each flex pin allows decks to be
secured to the frames.

Frames are constructed
of 14 gauge steel tubing for
long-lasting use.

Easy height adjustment.

Easy to secure: Deck sections lock together with snap-action locks. Each snapaction lock has two positions that can
accommodate a stage or riser set-up.

Easy to adjust: Heights are
easily set with adjustable pull pins.

